
9TH GRADE LANGUAGE ARTS 
SUMMER READING 

AND  
SUMMER JOURNAL 

 
Dear Student: 
 
Welcome to 9th Grade Language Arts.  I am looking forward to a productive and successful year.  Please read the 
information contained in this letter as it explains the reading and journal assignment for the summer. 
 
One of the themes we will explore this year will be journeys.  Below are the titles of the two works to be read over 
the summer: 
 

• Benjamin Ajak, Benson Deng, Alphonsion Deng, Judy A. Bernstein’s They Poured Fire  
  on Us from the Sky: The True Story of Three Lost Boys of Sudan 

• R. C. Sheriff’s Journey’s End (play) 
 
Both of these works are available in hardback and on Kindle.  You may prefer hard copies since with those, you will 
be able to highlight and annotate.  In addition to reading these two works, you will keep a guided response journal.  
The completed journal is due the first day of the new school year and will not be accepted late.  It will be assessed 
for a grade. 
 

JOURNAL REQUIREMENTS AND CONTENT 
 

The journal should be formatted according to the following criteria: 
 

• Either a spiral notebook of 8 ½ X 11 paper or, on the same sized loose-leaf paper secured in a binder, 
ringed or tabbed (no loose pages or pages stapled at the top); 

• Either a typed copy or handwritten.  If handwritten, it should be completed in BLACK ink. 
 
The journal should contain the following contents for EACH of the two works: 
 

• Title, author, and original date of publication at the top of the first page; 
• A list containing major characters with short phrases and words indicating personality traits for each; 
• Two quotations that address significant issues/themes/ideas and a paragraph explanation for each quotation; 
• An additional quotation that you feel makes a bold statement; then write a one page response in which you 

explain why you agree or disagree with this statement; 
• At least a one page response that addresses the following topic: 

o All journeys involve overcoming obstacles (not always concrete and physical, but they may be) in 
order to continue and to reach a goal or destination.  By facing such obstacles, the person on the 
journey will grow in some way: emotionally, intellectually, spiritually, or socially.  Choose one 
character and explain the obstacles he faces on his journey and how facing such obstacles 
develops his character in one or more of the ways previously mentioned. 

 
(No credit will be given to responses that are merely plot summary [i.e., what happened], though plot should be used 
discreetly to support ideas.) 
 
This assignment is a journal, so you may be slightly informal in your discussions, but never should you skimp on 
ideas and insights.  Make sure your writing is clear and interesting 
 
Have a great summer!  I hope you enjoy both of these works. 
 
   “Two roads diverged in a wood, and I – 
     I took the one less traveled by, 
    And that has made all the difference.” 
 
     -Robert Frost “The Road Not Taken” 
 
Regards, 
C. Craig 


